1. You’re missing out on efficiency.

Legacy systems and siloed point solutions fall short of automating business processes and often fail to synchronize data across departments – ultimately bogging down your team with unnecessary tasks.

Cloud-based systems improve overall efficiency, saving you time and money.

Cloud-based single database platform
- Single version of truth across the enterprise
- Fast task completion from automated workflows
- Quick search and retrieval of actionable insights
- Get it done right the first time

+15% higher productivity

+6% cost savings

2. You’re scrambling to attract a new generation of talent.

Don’t let outdated tools and manual processes get in the way of attracting the best talent for your firm.

93% of millennials agree that up-to-date technology plays a big role when choosing employers.

Seamlessly collaborate across departments and functions
Gain complete visibility to all projects, tasks and metrics
Make decisions based on real-time data and analysis
All teams can count on the most up-to-date information
The impact of changes on costs, timelines and resources are understood by all stakeholders

86% of employees and executives cite a lack of collaboration or ineffective communication for workplace failures.

3. Competitors are starting to outpace your business.

Legacy systems are becoming more and more outdated within the construction industry – don’t lose out to competitors who have embraced new, cloud-based technologies and mobile apps.

LEADING THE GROWTH?
94% of enterprises already use a cloud service.

In construction, true collaboration can only occur when field and office teams can access the same synchronized database, regardless of role or location.

4. Unpredictable costs mean you’re getting paid too slowly.

Average days sales outstanding is 82 days... Longer than any other industry.

Construction management platforms with total data visibility enable streamlined and accurate billing so you can get paid quickly:
- Predict costs with greater accuracy
- Manage project budgets confidently
- Adjust budgets quickly

Cloud-based systems improve overall efficiency, saving you time and money.

+15% higher productivity

+6% cost savings

5. Your teams struggle to collaborate productively.

In construction, true collaboration can only occur when field and office teams can access the same synchronized database, regardless of role or location.

86% of employees and executives cite a lack of collaboration or ineffective communication for workplace failures.

Learn more today. Download the Case Study.